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Divide It
Design: Pitsou Kedem

Description
Room divider that adapts to every requirement and allows you to divide the work spaces and the home 
environment. The user can determine and control the passage of light and sound with his own hands, rotating 
each panel on an axis at 360 degrees. This rotation allows for never ending possibilities of partition, transition 
and diffusion. It invites the user to interact with it, as if it was a “toy” able to give fun and even a smile.

Load-bearing structure in aluminum sheet, bonded with metal anti-tilt weight, spherical steel castors (upon 
request) for easy 360° movement, uprights in steel, 3/4”, with brake, and upper cross piece in aluminum. The 
entire structure is finished in matt white or black epoxy powder coating. The swivel panels can be rotated by 
360° and are made in integral polyurethane painted in the mould, they come in two sizes, in the colors matt 
white or black (Divide It is always  monochromatic) and are arranged in an alternated, defined geometric 
sequence. The kit of castors is available only for hard floors (marbles, granite, terracotta, ceramics, gres, stone, 
concrete, etc.). Made in Italy.

Finishes & Materials
Structure & Swivel panels: Matt white / Matt black.

* For more specifications, please refer to the “Finishes & Materials” PDF
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Divide It

Dimensions
Two modules screen:
23”5/8W x 1”1/8D x 73”5/8H

Three modules screen:
35”3/8W x 1”1/8D x 73”5/8H
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TWO MODULES SCREEN

THREE-MODULES SCREEN


